Duranet Coaching
Programs

The Passion Test for Business™

Breakthrough Coaching
(For organizations and Individuals)
We partner with clients in a thoughtprovoking and creative process that
inspires them to maximize their personal
and professional potential. We provide
an ongoing partnership designed to help
clients produce fulfilling results in their
personal and professional lives. Our
coaches help people improve their
performances and enhance the quality
of their lives.
Our coaches are trained to listen, to
observe and to customize their
approach to individual client needs. We
seek to elicit solutions and strategies
from the client; we believe the client is
naturally creative and resourceful. Our
job is to provide support to enhance the
skills, resources, and creativity that the
client already has.

For more info contact us at:

2273 Thorn Lodge Drive
Mississauga On L5k 1K4
Tel: 647 222 6772
Web: www.duranet.ca
Email: asdk@sympatico.ca

Keynote Speeches (For Organizations)
Our Keynote Speeches are custom tailored to
the needs of organizational events. Our Keynote
speaker,
Ahmad Duranai, B. Arch, MBA, OAA, BTC is
a Breakthrough Coach, Passion Test™ and a
Passion Test For Business™ Facilitator and
Architect. He is passionate about his work as
public speaker and facilitator. He has over 30
years experience as Architect on numerous
projects in Canada, The United States and The
Middle East. He is also a community activist
and has served as a member of the Board of
Directors for many years on three not-for-profit
organizations.

This is a forward looking vision for
organizations who want to structure their
business in a passion-based and long-term
sustainable way rather than short–term
monetary gains. In the first phase, we work
with the owners and leaders of the business
to clarify and determine what the unique
value of the organization is and what are its
core passions. Then we find out what are
the core passions of key personnel and how
their passions can be aligned with those of
the business. It is a unique approach for
sustainable growth of the businesses.
Call us for more details and free consultation.

For Success 101 Coaching
Program see the reverse
side of the flyer

Success 101 Coaching
The Success 101 Seminars offer timeless
tools and wisdom for people who want to
have it all -- success, happiness, rich
relationships, material abundance, inner
peace and true gratitude.
It is a comprehensive personal development
program that builds the foundation to enrich
every aspect of your life. Incorporate the
success principles presented and watch
your world miraculously transform, expand
and reach to a much higher level.
The program is facilitated by Ahmad
Duranai who is a Certified Breakthrough
Coach and Passion Test Facilitator who has
received training from such masters as
Tony Robbins, Raymond Aaron, , Janet &
Chris Attwood, Michel Neray, Bill Bartmann,
Marcia Martin, T Harv Eker, James MacNeil
and many Others.

For more info contact us at:

2273 Thorn Lodge Drive
Mississauga On L5k 1K4
Tel: 647 222 6772
Web: www.duranet.ca
Email: asdk@sympatico.ca

The Success 101 Seminars and Work
Shops of Duranet Enterprise Inc. will
Support you to:
•Uncover the secrets to accessing your
personal power to reach your full potential and
your excellence.
•Create a structure for maximizing effectiveness
with others.
•Learn to take full responsibility for everything
you do.
•Discover how to achieve your goals faster.
•Identify personal life rules and discover how
honouring core values can help maximize
productivity.
•Discover the keys to communicating effectively
and intentionally.
•Seize your personal power and conquer
procrastination in your life.
•Learn how to generate conversations that
uncover new possibilities.
•Learn how to discover opportunities in
adversity.
•Leave others whole while realizing the power of
telling the truth.
•Learn to create interpretations that support
your excellence and avoid those that foster
mediocrity.
•Learn how to reach your full potential ...and
much more!

Success 101 – Seminars and
Work Shops
1.Seven Gates to Excellence (Part 1 )
2.Seven Gates to Excellence (Part 2
with The Passion Test )
3.Seven Gates to Excellence (Part 3)
4.Goal Setting and Goal Achieving
5.The Law of Attraction
6.Human Needs (Robbins, Covey and
Maslow)
7.Trust Building and Influence
8.Simple Strategies for Stress
Management
9.The Nine Environments of You &
How They Affect
10.Health and Wealth Basics

Program Delivery Format:

11.Wealth Creation Strategies

1. Regular program delivered in 3-hour weekly
sessions in 13 weeks

12.Wealth Creation and Protection
Strategies

2. Intensive version delivered in 4 full day
sessions, in 4 weeks

For more detail click here

